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A modern-day exploration of Celtic spirituality, folklore and traditions interwoven with practical
crafts, recipes, spells, ceremonies, guided visualizations and meditations in a soulful, seasonal
celebration of the Spring Equinox.



In this, the fourth in a series of e-books on the solstices and equinoxes of the year’s sacred
cycle, Danu Forest reveals the secrets of the Spring Equinox, when the sun is gaining power and
the days and nights are briefly of equal length. This is a festival of balance; a time for gestating
new plans and ideas, within and without; a time of joy, exuberance and fertility. Throughout the
text, Danu skilfully revives ancient traditions, encouraging us to reconnect with nature, and so
with ourselves, through a host of practical ideas and rituals. Create a beautiful spring altar to
manifest sacred space in your home. Meditate on the changing heavens with Celtic star lore.
Make eostre cookies to give as gifts, nettle tisane to promote self-healing, or incense to evoke
the spirit and scents of spring. There’s even a magical guided journey to meet the goddess of
spring, so she may bless the new beginnings in your life.The Magic of the Spring EquinoxDanu
ForestFor my family, and for that most mysterious woman, the ever-radiant, ever-changing
Mother Nature, into whose arms we must always surrender.This edition published in the UK and
USA 2016 byWatkins, an imprint of Watkins Media Limited19 Cecil Court, London WC2N
4EZenquiries@watkinspublishing.co.uk Text Copyright © Danu Forest 2016 Illustrations © Dan
Goodfellow 2016Illustrations by Dan GoodfellowDanu Forest has asserted her right under the
Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 to be identified as the author of this work.All rights
reserved.No part of this book may be reproduced or utilized in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, without prior permission in writing from the
Publishers.978-1-78028-863-5Publisher’s note: The information in this book is not intended as a
substitute for professional medical advice and treatment. If you are pregnant or breastfeeding or
have any special dietary requirements or medical conditions, it is recommended that you consult
a medical professional before following any of the information or recipes contained in this book.
Watkins Media Limited, or any other persons who have been involved in working on this
publication, cannot accept responsibility for any errors or omissions, inadvertent or not, that may
be found in the recipes or text, nor for any problems that may arise as a result of preparing one
of these recipes or following the advice contained in this work.When working in the natural
world, using the ceremonies and ideas in this book, remember to plan ahead and be safe.
Follow any signs and local bylaws. Be considerate of plants, animals and other people, and
always take your litter home.ContentsAbout the authorINTRODUCTIONCeltic spiritualityThe
Wheel of the YearSpiritual growth and celebrationSetting out on your Spring Equinox
celebrationSacred spaceCalling in the four directionsSPRING EQUINOX: BLOSSOMINGSpring
Equinox around the worldEostre, goddess of springInvoking the goddess of springThe
hareIsobel Gowdie and the fith fathAttracting growth: Spirit songsOther symbols of fertility and
rebirthRite of balance – becoming conscious of our potentialCeltic starloreA Spring Equinox
stellar meditation: Seeking inspiration and a higher perspectiveGarden magicMagical seed-
sowingLustral waterIncense-making and burningSpring Equinox craftsFlower mandalaPrayer
flagsA Spring Equinox altarKitchen witcheryEostre cookiesNettle tisaneDecorated eggsSeason
of blossoming and joyA Spring Equinox visualizationCeremony and celebrationA Spring Equinox
inspiration ceremonyAbout the authorDanu Forest has practised Celtic witchcraft, Druidry and



Celtic shamanism for more than 25 years, and is a respected wisewoman and spiritual teacher.
Born with the second sight, she is an experienced seer, or Awenydd, and has helped others to
‘walk the green road’, developing and healing their relationship with the spirits of nature and their
ancestors for many years. She is a Druid-grade member of OBOD (the Order of Bards, Ovates
and Druids) and an Ard banDrui (Arch Druidess) of the Druid clan of Dana. She leads a Druid
grove in Glastonbury in the UK, and has held public seasonal celebrations for over a decade.
Danu is the author of several books on Celtic spirituality. For more information on her work and
courses, visit .IntroductionAt the Spring Equinox day and night are of equal length – and light
and dark are held in balance. During the Spring and Autumn Equinoxes, the sun rises and sets
at the midpoint between its furthest northern and southern positions, marking a seasonal shift
between these two extremes. The weather gradually grows warmer as the days lengthen, and
new life seems to be springing up everywhere. Birds are nesting in the hedgerows and there is
blossom on the bough. Winter has finally receded and it’s time to open the windows wide and
seek some fresh air. Spring rains wash the world clean, and the sap is rising in the trees and in
our own spirits – all around life seems to be transforming into brightness and beauty. In the
northern hemisphere, the Spring Equinox takes place on a day between 20–23 March; in the
southern hemisphere it falls between 20–23 September. However, the suggestions for
celebration that this book contains can be carried out at any time between the end of winter and
the middle of spring, as the whole of this period is considered to be the magical season of the
Spring Equinox.
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always take your litter home.ContentsAbout the authorINTRODUCTIONCeltic spiritualityThe
Wheel of the YearSpiritual growth and celebrationSetting out on your Spring Equinox
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sowingLustral waterIncense-making and burningSpring Equinox craftsFlower mandalaPrayer
flagsA Spring Equinox altarKitchen witcheryEostre cookiesNettle tisaneDecorated eggsSeason
of blossoming and joyA Spring Equinox visualizationCeremony and celebrationA Spring Equinox
inspiration ceremonyAbout the authorDanu Forest has practised Celtic witchcraft, Druidry and
Celtic shamanism for more than 25 years, and is a respected wisewoman and spiritual teacher.
Born with the second sight, she is an experienced seer, or Awenydd, and has helped others to
‘walk the green road’, developing and healing their relationship with the spirits of nature and their
ancestors for many years. She is a Druid-grade member of OBOD (the Order of Bards, Ovates
and Druids) and an Ard banDrui (Arch Druidess) of the Druid clan of Dana. She leads a Druid
grove in Glastonbury in the UK, and has held public seasonal celebrations for over a decade.
Danu is the author of several books on Celtic spirituality. For more information on her work and
courses, visit .IntroductionAt the Spring Equinox day and night are of equal length – and light
and dark are held in balance. During the Spring and Autumn Equinoxes, the sun rises and sets
at the midpoint between its furthest northern and southern positions, marking a seasonal shift
between these two extremes. The weather gradually grows warmer as the days lengthen, and
new life seems to be springing up everywhere. Birds are nesting in the hedgerows and there is
blossom on the bough. Winter has finally receded and it’s time to open the windows wide and
seek some fresh air. Spring rains wash the world clean, and the sap is rising in the trees and in
our own spirits – all around life seems to be transforming into brightness and beauty. In the
northern hemisphere, the Spring Equinox takes place on a day between 20–23 March; in the
southern hemisphere it falls between 20–23 September. However, the suggestions for
celebration that this book contains can be carried out at any time between the end of winter and
the middle of spring, as the whole of this period is considered to be the magical season of the
Spring Equinox.Celtic spiritualityIron Age Celtic culture spanned much of northern Europe and
the Atlantic coast, and was highly sophisticated for its time. Long-distance trade routes allowed
the exchange of ideas, helped by a common language and shared values and spiritual outlook.
The Celts’ relationship with nature and their environment was all encompassing; they
understood that their very lives were dependent upon nature, its seasons and its patterns. The
heavens above, their agricultural life below, and the wilderness that surrounded them were all
infused with spiritual significance. In the Celtic worldview, the gods were immanent in nature;
they were present in tree and rock, wind and rain, river and soil, sun and moon, together with a
whole host of spirits and the ever-guiding ancestors.The Druids, the Celts’ religious caste, were



fabled for their extensive knowledge of nature, philosophy and the sciences, which included
detailed starlore. This mastery allowed them to mark the passage of time and seasonal shifts
with a startling accuracy that was beyond even the astronomical capabilities of the Roman
Empire at the time. The wonderful Celtic calendar found in Coligny, France, in 1897
demonstrates the Druids’ significant mathematical and astronomical knowledge, and is based
on the moon’s 19-year cycle – an astounding feat for the time. Each of the months recorded in
the Coligny calendar runs from full moon to full moon, charting the fall and rise and fall again of
the lunar rhythm. This method of tracking time placed importance upon the inner life, on the
emotional and the spiritual, as well as on the ebb and flow of the tides – both of the sea and of
women’s fertility – balancing the solar pattern of the seasons to create a rich and deeply soulful
way for the Celts to relate to the world and to themselves. It’s clear the stars and seasons were
observed not only for practical reasons, but also for their spiritual lessons: a pattern of increase,
then decay, followed by rebirth and renewal.
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J. King, “beautiful and well written introduction to celebrating the wheel of .... I have read all the
books in the series, beautiful and well written introduction to celebrating the wheel of the year
regardless of your religious beliefs. Its exactly what I was looking for and I have been back to the
books time and again while I planned for my own celebrations.”

Andrew S, “Inspiring read. Beautifully written with some inspiring ideas. I only wish it was
available as a paper book.”

Dawn Priestley, “Love this short little book. I'll definitely be incorporating some of Danu's
celebrations into my spring time activities now.Great exercises with clear explanations to
historical references.A great reference to have.”

The book by Danu Forest has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 13 people have provided feedback.
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